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a b s t r a c t

The main issue in preparing fuel cell systems for the future market is system reliability and efficiency. Apart
from successful field test trials, any type of stationary, in general automotive or portable fuel cell systems
are at the development stage. One task to deal with is to increase the component and system efficiencies by
facilitating the system construction or eliminating parasitic components.With newly established effective
eywords:
uel cell system
imulation
tandardised testing

standardised system and component tests, linked with a flexible modelling and simulation environment,
the development process and the determination of the system efficiencies as well as the inaccessible
system values can be accelerated.In this work a modular model-aided system analysis and development
environment is presented which has been evaluated and validated at the IWE. The tool, a combination of
standardised testing, modelling and simulation, has been applied to different types of fuel cell systems
showing the tool flexibility, modularity and accuracy. In the presented case the tool was used for system
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analysis and studies on ef

. Introduction

Standardised testing, modelling and simulation play key roles
n the improvement of fuel cell systems and applications. The sole
ealisation of hardware tests for system analysis and improvement
s not enough, often takes too long or is even impossible. During
ystem testing many important values and a plurality of parame-
ers necessary for a detailed analysis or even an exact comparison
f different systems are not accessible. As a consequence, standard-
sed testing has to be linked with modelling and simulation (Fig. 1),
iming for additional component and system information and a
eduction of measurements. The limited number of standard test
outines will therefore deliver the necessary model parameters.

At the IWE a model-aided testing and simulation approach has
een evaluated [1,2] and extended to fit all kinds of fuel cell systems.
or validation purposes and to show the tool flexibility, modularity
nd accuracy for a wide range of applications it has been applied
o a complex prototype stationary a 2 kWel and 4 kWthermal PEMFC
ombined Heat and Power (CHP) system EDISon [1–3] (Fig. 2), a

kWel commercial methanol-based PEMFC Auxiliary Power Unit

APU) and a fictive stationary 1 kWel SOFC CHP system [4].
In this work the tool was used for a more detailed analysis of

he prototype stationary 2 kWel PEMFC system EDISon. The results

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 721 608 7490; fax: +49 721 608 7492.
E-mail address: sekretariat@iwe.uni-karlsruhe.de (P. König).
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cy increase of a complex prototype stationary PEMFC system.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

f the performed studies on possible efficiency increase by system
esign improvement and optimised system operation are shown.

. Standardised system testing

Aside the reduction of system tests it is a main task to stan-
ardise them in order to get comparable system test results and to
etermine additional interesting system parameters for the system
nd component models. Therefore a harmonised testing format has
een developed. During the European Commission funded project
CTESTNET [5] test module programs have been evaluated based
n existing IWE testing experience with stationary systems [3] or
PU systems as well as international codes and standards (Fig. 3).
hese test modules are going to be further proofed in the European
ommission funded project FCTESQA [6].

. Flexible modelling and simulation environment

For system development and design, many companies and
esearch institutes use models which fit their in-house develop-
ent. But for an effective system improvement models are required

exible to fit with a wide variety of system types. A further impor-

ant attribute of a system modelling and simulation tool is its ability
o perform dynamic and transient simulation studies by providing
dditionally an easy to handle functionality.

At the Universität Karlsruhe (TH), Institut für Werkstoffe der
lektrotechnik (IWE) a flexible and easy to handle dynamic model-

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:sekretariat@iwe.uni-karlsruhe.de
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.07.045
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Nomenclature

A area (m2)
c species concentration (mol m−3)
Cp molar heat capacity (J mol−1 K−1)
d thickness (m)
D diffusion coefficient (m2 s−1)
�rG Gibbs free reaction energy (kJ mol−1)
�rG0 Gibbs free reaction energy at standard pressure

(kJ mol−1)
�rH reaction enthalpy (kJ mol−1)
�rḢ reaction heat flow (W)
�ḢVC vaporisation, condensation reaction heat flow (W)
�rS reaction entropy (kJ mol−1 K−1)
Eact activation energy (J, eV)
h molar enthalpy (J mol−1)
H enthalpy (J)
Ḣ enthalpy flow (W)
I current (A)
j current density (A cm−2)
j0 exchange current density (A cm−2)
jFC fuel cell current density (A cm−2)
jB maximum boundary current density (A cm−2)
k heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 K−1)
kA area-averaged heat transfer coefficient (W K−1)
Kp equilibrium constant
n molar amount (mol)
ṅ molar flow (mol s−1)
p0 standard pressure (1.013 bar)
pi partial pressure of the component i (bar)
psat saturation vapor pressure (bar)
Q̇ heat flow (W)
R ohmic resistance (�)
R gas constant (8.3145 J mol−1 K−1)
SCO percentage CO selectivity (%)
T temperature (K or ◦C)
T0 temperature at standard conditions (298 K)
UCO percentage CO conversion (%)
U voltage (V)
U0 open circuit voltage (V)
Urev reversible cell voltage (V)
x extend of reaction (mol s−1)

Greek letters
˛ heat conductivity coefficient (W m−2 K−1)
ı thickness (m)
�act activation overvoltage (V)
�diff diffusion overvoltage (V)
�� ohmic overvoltage (V)
� specific heat conduction capability (W m−1 K−1)
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� stoichiometric coefficient
� specific resistance (� m)

ided analysis environment has been developed. This tool is able
o assist hardware test routines and – on the basis of the accessible
ata of a system with the help of a general system model – a method
as been validated which enables an evaluation of the systems,
elps recognise the efficiency of individual system components,

eveals the problems during operation and allows an appraisal of
he further optimisation potential of the systems.

As described earlier [1,2] the modelling is based on a general
ariable and flexible system model structure consisting of dif-
erent subsystem groups. This structure provides a frame for all
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p
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inds of fuel cell systems (e.g. combined heat and power systems
CHP) or auxiliary power units (APU)) and was implemented in

atlab/SimulinkTM, creating a flexible modelling and simulation
nvironment.

.1. System model structure and topology

The main benefit of the presented model-aided analysis tool is
ts modularity and standardised build-up. Starting from the basis

odel structure the functional subgroups are split into further
odel levels according to the chosen top-down-strategy. The flexi-

le model structure for components and the system allows the use
f already existing and own developed models in nearly any grade
f detail.

In Fig. 4 an example for a main subsystem group (fuel process-
ng) is shown including the standard interface arrays, which are
sed in the subsystem groups and the models itself for a defined
ata exchange.

The main subsystem groups are then filled by connection of
ifferent component models matching the system setup. The fuel
rocessing is thus able to represent the different fuel process-

ng setups, e.g. for methane-based stationary PEMFC systems,
ethanol-based PEMFC APU or methane- and diesel-based station-

ry SOFC systems (Fig. 5).

.2. Component model library and assumptions

For the different system components a model library was
stablished (Fig. 6). This model library consists of steady state
r dynamic electrical component models (blowers, compressors,
umps, inverters and other power electronic devices), general com-
onent models including a species and heat balance for steady
tate and dynamic simulation (reformer steps, heat exchanger,
aporisers and burners) and extended general models including
lectrochemistry for fuel cells. The component models provide
tandardised interfaces and allow a steady state and dynamic sim-
lation of systems in any detail.

The standardised model structure as well as the C-Code com-
atibility of Matlab/SimulinkTM provides an easy adaptation of

iterature models [7,8] or models in more detail [9] for simulation.

.2.1. Chemical equilibrium calculation and species balance
For the chemical equilibrium calculation and the species balance

deal gases, incompressible liquids, total mixing and no pressure
hanges in the reaction volume are assumed.

For reversible chemical reactions the relation between the
articipating species and their stoichiometric coefficients � is as
ollows [10,11]:

aA + �bB � �cC + �dD (1)

For a reaction in chemical equilibrium (�rG = 0) together with
he definition for the equilibrium constant Kp it can be written:

n Kp = −�rG0(T)
RT

=
∑

i

(
�i ln

(
pi

p0
i

))
(2)

Eq. (1) together with the ideal gases law leads to Guldberg’s law
10,12]:

ṅ(C)�c ṅ(D)�d 1

p =

ṅ(A)�a ṅ(B)�b (ṅ0)(�c+�d−�a−�b) (3)

The extend of reaction x describes the converted species amount
er time of the reactions i. With the stoichiometric coefficients of
he species taking part at the reactions and the conducted molar
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Fig. 1. Realised solution for an effective

ows ṅin a common equation system according to Eq. (3) can be
stablished:

p,i = exp

(−�rG0
i

RT

)

= (ṅ(Ci)in + �c,ixi)
�c,i (ṅ(Di)in + �d,ixi)

�d,i

(ṅ(Ai)in + �a,ixi)
�a,i (ṅ(Bi)in + �b,ixi)

�b,i

1

(ṅ0
i
)
(�c,i+�d,i−�a,i−�b,i)

(4)

The resulting equilibrium molar flows of the products can then
e written as
ṅ(Ai)out = ṅ(Ai)in + �a,ixi

ṅ(Bi)out = ṅ(Bi)in + �b,ixi

ṅ(Ci)out = ṅ(Ci)in + �c,ixi

ṅ(Di)out = ṅ(Di)in + �d,ixi

(5)

�

b
g

Fig. 2. System diagram of the stationary natural g

Fig. 3. Definition of standardis
is and optimisation of fuel cell systems.

The heat of the reaction flow �rḢ (exothermic or endothermic)
an be calculated out of the sum of the reaction enthalpy weighted
ith extend of reactions:

rḢ =
∑

i

xi�rHi (6)

At appropriate pressure and temperature conditions vapori-
ation or condensation can occur in the reaction volumes. The
esulting heat flow �ḢVC can be calculated with the enthalpy dif-
erence of the species i phase change from liquid (l) to gaseous (g)
nd vice versa:
ḢVC,i = �hVC,iṅ
VC
i = (hg

i
− hl

i)ṅ
VC
i (7)

The enthalpy difference of the different species is approximated
y temperature-dependant polynomials using according state dia-
rams [13,14]. For the enthalpy difference of water the following

as 2 kWel PEMFC system EDISon at the IWE.

ed system test routines.
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Fig. 4. Example of a main subsystem group includ

olynomial is used (T in ◦C):

g
H2O − hl

H2O = 45070 − 41.9T + 3.44 × 10−3T2

+ 2.54 × 10−6T3 − 8.98 × 10−10T4 (J mol−1) (8)

The amount of the vaporising or condensing species ṅVC
i

is
ependant on the steam mole flow ṅg

i
in the gas, the liquid phase

˙ l
i

and the temperature-dependant saturation amount ṅsat
i

. For
he heat balance modelling a prefix-afflicted assignment is posted
ependant on the saturation vapor pressure psat

i
and the total pres-

ure ptot:

˙ VC
i =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

ṅg
i

− ṅsat
i

, for {[(ṅsat
i

≥ 0) ∧ (psat
i

≤ ptot)] ∧ [(ṅg
i

− ṅsat
i

) > 0]

−ṅl
i
, for {[(ṅsat

i
≥ 0) ∧ (psat

i
≤ ptot)] ∧ [(−ṅl

i
> ṅg

i
− ṅsa

i

0, for {[(ṅsat
i

≥ 0) ∧ (psat
i

≤ ptot)] ∧ [(ṅg
i

= 0) ∧ (ṅl
i
=

The steam saturation amount per time ṅsat
i

of a species in the
as flow can be calculated out of the ideal gases law and the partial

ressures and molar flows of the different components. At constant
ressure and temperature this leads to

˙ sat
i = psat

i

ptot − psat
i

ṅtot,dry (10)

Fig. 5. Different types of fuel processing setups represen
e composition of the standardised interface array.

(ṅsat
i

≥ 0) ∧ (psat
i

≤ ptot)] ∧ [(−ṅl
i
≤ ṅg

i
− ṅsat

i
) ∧ (ṅg

i
− ṅsat

i
< 0)]}

ṅg
i

− ṅsat
i

< 0)]} ∨ {(psat
i

> ptot)} (9)

.2.2. Energy balance and heat transfer
For the energy balance and the heat transfer ideal gases, total

ixing and incompressible liquids are assumed.
Volumes and masses of the system components are responsi-

le for the dynamic of the heat transfer influencing the thermal
ehaviour of the components. Regarding energy and mass conser-
ation for any open system a dynamic energy balance can be posted,
hich includes the conducted and dissipated heat and enthalpy
ows of the system:

dH

dt
= Q̇in − Q̇out + Ḣin − Ḣout (11)

According to [10] the enthalpy H of ideal gases is

= nh = nCp(T − T0
298 K) (12)
Together with Eq. (11) this leads to

dH

dt
=
∑

i

niCp,i
dT

dt
= Q̇in − Q̇out + Ḣin − Ḣout (13)

ted by the main subsystem group fuel processing.
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Fig. 6. Structure of the component model library providing standa

˙ in and Ḣout represent the sum of all conducted and dissipated
olar enthalpy flows [10]:

Ḣin =
n∑

i=1

Ḣi,in =
n∑

i=1

ṅiCp,i(T − T0
298 K)

Ḣout =
m∑

i=1

Ḣi,out =
m∑

i=1

ṅiCp,i(T − T0
298 K)

(14)

Accordingly for the heat flows Q̇in and Q̇out:

Q̇in =
n∑

i=1

Q̇i,in

Q̇out =
m∑

i=1

Q̇i,out

(15)

For the heat conduction through a thin barrier the heat flow
s dependant on heat conduction capability � of the material, the
hickness d of the barrier, the passed through barrier area A and the
emperature difference �T between outside and inside the barrier:

˙ = �

d
A �T (16)

In case of convection a gas or a liquid is streaming along on
ide of the barrier absorbing heat and dissipating it at a different
lace. Analogue to Eq. (16) the heat flow is calculated using heat
onductivity coefficient ˛:

˙ = ˛A �T (17)

For the total heat transfer through a barrier, where two fluids
fluid 1 and fluid 2) are streaming along (e.g. a heat exchanger),
he convection on both sides as well as the heat flow through the
arrier has to be considered. Therefore a heat transfer coefficient k

s calculated [15]:

1
k

= 1
˛1

+ d
�

+ 1
˛2

(18)

This leads to the heat flow transferred from volume 1 to volume
:

˙ = kA �T (19)

The heat transfer coefficient and the temperature difference are
nly valid locally. Therefore area-averaged heat transfer coefficients
kA-values) and averaged temperature differences (�T) are used for
alculation.
. Stationary PEMFC CHP system process model and
omponent assumptions

The extensive tested and analysed stationary PEMFC CHP system
DISon [1–3] (Fig. 2) operates on natural gas, which is converted to

t

C

d interfaces for steady state and dynamic simulations of systems.

ydrogen by a steam reforming unit including a CO shift step. A CO
urification is carried out by selective oxidation. The product gas,
hich is fed to the stack, exhibits a CO concentration <30 ppm. The

EMFC stack consists of 80 cells with an electrode area of 126 cm2

ach. Further components in the system are a methane burner, a
esulphurisation unit, a water purifying unit, compressors for air
nd fuel and a power inverter for grid connection. The system shall
upply max. 1.8 kW electricity and approximately 4 kW heating
ower for domestic hot water and space heating.

The system was used for performing specific simulation studies
egarding hardware and efficiency optimisation. In the following
hapters the main system components model assumptions are
entioned.

.1. Methane steam reformer model assumptions

Together with the steam reforming reaction of methane the side
eaction of the CO-shift occurs:

(1) CH4 + H2O � CO + 3H2 �rH0
298K = 206.1 kJ mol−1

(2) CO + H2O � CO2 + H2 �rH0
298K = −41.2 kJ mol−1 (20)

This leads together with Eq. (4) to the reaction equation system:

Kp,1 = exp

(
−�rG0

1
RT

)
= (ṅCO,in + x1 − x2)(ṅH2,in + 3x1 + x2)3

(ṅCH4,in − x1)(ṅH2O,in − x1 − x2)

× 1

(ṅtot,in)2

Kp,2 = exp

(
−�rG0

2
RT

)
= (ṅCO2,in + x2)(ṅH2,in + 3x1 + x2)

(ṅCO,in + x1 − x2)(ṅH2O,in − x1 − x2)

±(21)

The resulting equilibrium molar flows of the product gas can be
alculated out of Eq. (5) to

ṅH2,out = ṅH2,in + 3x1 + x2
ṅCO,out = ṅCO,in + x1 − x2
ṅCO2,out = ṅCO2,in + x2
ṅCH4,out = ṅCH4,in − x1
ṅH2O,out = ṅH2O,in − x1 − x2

(22)

The simulation parameters (reaction volumes and heat transfer
oefficients) for the further component models of the reforming
nit (steam reformer, burner, vaporiser and heat exchanger) are

isted in Table 1.

.2. CO-shift model assumptions
The model for the medium temperature shift (MTS) consists of
he reaction equation for the CO shift:

O + H2O � CO2 + H2 �rH
0
298 K = −41.2 kJ mol−1 (23)
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Table 1
EDISon CHP reaction volumes and heat transfer coefficients—reforming unit

Component Volume primary
(m3)

kA-value primary
(W K−1)

Volume
secondary (m3)

kA-value
secondary (W K−1)

Mass solid (kg) kA-value solid
(W K−1)

Methane steam reformer 4.37e−3 7 – – 6 0.19
Methane burner 3.69e−3 0.1294 – – 3 0
Vaporiser 9.13e−4 2.19 1e−4 3.1 0.703 1.2
H e−4
E 1e−3

c
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eat exchanger 2.54e−3 1.2 1.3
xhaust heat exchanger 1.81e−4 2.7 6.4

The resulting equilibrium molar flows of the product gas are

ṅH2,out = ṅH2,in + x

ṅCO,out = ṅCO,in − x

ṅCO2,out = ṅCO2,in + x

ṅH2O,out = ṅH2O,in − x

(24)

The simulation parameters (reaction volumes and heat transfer
oefficients) for the further component models of the CO-
hift unit (vaporiser, CO-shift and heat exchanger) are listed in
able 2.

.3. CO purification model assumptions

For the CO purification using a selective methanation (SelMet)
he model for the methane steam reforming can be used as reverse
eaction.

For the CO purification using a selective oxidation (SelOx) aside
he CO oxidation the H2 oxidation occurs in parallel:

(1) CO + 1
2

O2 � CO2 �rH
0
298 K = −282.9 kJ mol−1

(2) H2 + 1
2

O2 � H2O �rH
0
298 K = −241.8 kJ mol−1

(25)

Setting a percentage CO conversion UCO and a percentage CO
electivity SCO the model can be adapted to different real reformers
nd measurement values:
UCO = ṅCO,utilised

ṅCO,in

SCO = ṅO2,CO−oxidation

ṅO2,utilised

(26)

n

o

able 2
DISon CHP reaction volumes and heat transfer coefficients—CO-shift unit

omponent Volume primary
(m3)

kA-value primary
(W K−1)

Volume
secondary (m

aporiser 0.05 – –
O-shift 0.88e−6 1.25 –
eat exchanger 0.52e−3 6.5 0.52e−3

able 3
DISon CHP reaction volumes and heat transfer coefficients—CO cleaning unit

omponent Volume primary
(m3)

kA-value primary
(W K−1)

Volume
(m3)

as to gas heat exchanger 1.32e−3 2 5.21e−3
as to liquid heat exchanger 3.77e−6 3 3.39e−3
elOx 1e−5 14 –
2.5 0.824 0.3
6.3 1.144 1.512

The resulting equilibrium molar flows of the product gas then
re

ṅH2,out = ṅH2,in − 2[ṅO2,in − ṅO2,out − 0.5(ṅCO,in − ṅCO,out)]

ṅCO,out = ṅCO,in − UCO

100
ṅCO,in

ṅCO2,out = ṅCO2,in + (ṅCO,in − ṅCO,out)

ṅH2O,out = ṅH2O,in + 2[ṅO2,in − ṅO2,out − 0.5(ṅCO,in − ṅCO,out)]

ṅO2,out = ṅO2,in − (ṅCO,in − ṅCO,out)100
2SCO

(27)

The simulation parameters (reaction volumes and heat transfer
oefficients) for the further component models of the CO cleaning
nit (SelOx and heat exchanger) are listed in Table 3.

.4. PEMFC stack model assumptions

For the fuel cell model ideal gases, constant pressures along the
hannels, electrolyte only proton conductive and no further fluid
ransport are assumed.

The reaction equation for the H2-oxidation is

2 + 1
2

O2 � H2O �rH
liquid
298 K = −285.8 kJ mol−1 (28)

The hydrogen requirement ṅH2,req of the fuel cell can be calcu-
ated depending on load current and number of cells using Faraday’s
aw [16]:
˙ H2,req = N

zF
Iload = NAcell

zF
jFC (29)

The output molar flow composition of the anode and the cath-
de are calculated using Eq. (28) and the chemical equilibrium

3)
kA-value
secondary (W K−1)

Mass solid (kg) kA-value solid
(W K−1)

– – –
– 0.5 0.12

19 1e−5 6

secondary kA-value
secondary(W K−1)

Mass solid (kg) kA-value solid
(W K−1)

2 1e−5 2
2.8 0.15 0.01
– 1e−5 1
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Table 4
PEMFC stack voltage current curve model parameters

Open circuit voltage U0 0.95 V
Fuel utilisation anode – 90%
Air utilisation cathode – 30%
Exchange current density anode j0,A 280 mA cm−2

Exchange current density cathode j0,K 1.8 mA cm−2

Transfer factor anode ˛A 0.4
Transfer factor cathode ˛K 0.72
Specific resistance anode �A 1.4e−3 � cm
Specific resistance membrane �M 25 � cm
Specific resistance cathode �K 1.2e−3 � cm
Thickness anode ıA 100 �m
Thickness membrane ıM 175 �m
Thickness cathode ıK 100 �m
Diffusion coefficient anode DA 1e−7 m2 s−1

Diffusion coefficient cathode DK 9e−8 m2 s−1

Factor anode BA 0
Factor cathode BK 1/5000

Table 5
EDISon CHP reaction volumes and heat transfer coefficients—PEMFC stack unit

kA-value anode 7 W K−1

kA-value cathode 7 W K−1

kA-value cooling 50 W K−1

kA-value solid 0.5 W K−1

Mass solid 12 kg
Volume cooling 0.5 l
C
C

t
o

�

d
t

�˝ = RIFC = (�AıA + �MıM + �CıC)jFC (40)

The stack voltage current curve model parameters used in the
simulations are displayed in Table 4.

Additional simulation parameters (geometry, reaction volumes
and heat transfer coefficients) for the PEMFC stack unit are listed
in Table 5.

Table 6
EDISon CHP steady state operating points, coolant 25 ◦C, fuel utilisation 50%

System operating point 50% 60% 70%

Conducted methane heating power (kW) 6.65 8.41 8.5
Produced H2 power (kW) 3.7 4.4 5.15
Electrical power (kW) 0.935 1.09 1.15
Thermal power (kW) 1.5 1.9 2.15
P. König, E. Ivers-Tiffée / Journal

alculation regarding vaporisation and condensation:

ṅH2,A,out = ṅH2,A,in − ṅH2,req

ṅg
H2O,A,out = ṅg

H2O,A,in − ṅVC
H2O,A

ṅO2,C,out = ṅO2,C,in − 1
2

ṅH2,req

ṅg
H2O,C,out = ṅg

H2O,C,in + ṅH2,req − ṅVC
H2O,C

(30)

The cell voltage is assumed to be

cell = Urev − �act − �diff − �˝ (31)

The temperature and pressure dependant reversible cell voltage
or the hydrogen oxidation can be written as [10,16–19]:

rev = −�rG0

zF
+ �rS

zF
(T − T0) + RT

zF
ln

(
pH2

√
pO2

pH2O

√
p0

)
(32)

The exchange current density j0 is temperature and concen-
ration dependant [16,17]. In [19] the exchange current density is
escribed dependant on the concentrations Cox and Cred, the activa-
ion energy Eact, the temperature T and a so-called frequency factor
¯ :

0 = zFĀc1−˛
ox c˛

red e−Eact/kT (33)

In the model the activation overvoltage �act is calculated regard-
ng an anode and cathode part for the exchange current density in
q. (33). Assuming constant concentrations at anode and cathode,
hese concentrations lead together with the frequency factor to a
ew factor A. The activation energy Eact and the Boltzmann constant
re combined to a factor B. In case of ideal gases the concentrations
an be replaced by partial pressures pi. This leads to the expres-
ions for the exchange current densities at the anode j0,A and at the
athode j0,C:

j0,A = AAp(1−˛A)
H2

zF

RTA
e−BA/TA

j0,C = ACp˛C
O2

zF

RTC
e−BC/TC

(34)

For the modelling of the diffusion a simplified one-dimensional
ystem assuming a linear concentration decrease through the elec-
rode is used [16,19]. Together with the first Fick’s law it can be
ritten as

FC = IFC

Acell
= zFDi

ci − cPB,i

ıi
(35)

The current limit is reached, when the boundary phase reaction
s faster than the charge carrier diffusion through the electrodes
nd thus reaching a zero phase boundary concentration cPB,i. This
eads to the maximum boundary current density jB,max using the
deal gases law:

B,max = zFDi
ci

ıi
= zFDi

pi

RTıi
(36)

At the boundary between gas volume and electrode the potential
is [19]:

= U0 − RT

zF
ln

ci

c0
(37)
i

At the phase boundary:

PB,i = U0 − RT

zF
ln

cPB,i

c0
i

(38)

E
E
T
T
T

hannel size anode 0.5 mm
hannel size cathode 0.5 mm

The difference of the electrochemical potentials within the elec-
rodes, caused by the species transport, leads to the diffusion
vervoltage �diff:

diff = U − UPB,i = RT

zF
ln

cPB,i

ci

= RT

zF
ln

(
1 − jFCıi

zFDici

)
= RT

zF
ln

(
1 − jFC

jB,max

)
(39)

For the Ohmic overvoltage �� a linear increase with the current
ensity is assumed. Therefore constant specific resistances �i for
he electrodes and for the membrane can be implied:
lectrical efficiency (%) 14.06 12.96 13.53
lectrical net efficiency (%) 8.05 8.2 8.82
hermal efficiency (%) 22.6 22.59 25.3
otal net efficiency (%) 30.65 30.79 34.12
otal efficiency (%) 36.66 35.55 38.83
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Fig. 7. Response dynamics for measured and simulated electrical system power output.
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Fig. 8. Response dynamics for measured

. Results and discussion

The measurement results of the 1.8 kWel and 4 kWthermal PEMFC
HP prototype system EDISon showed a limited possible system
perating range of 50–70% maximum electrical output power due
o the system configuration and control. The suboptimal cathode
ow duct concept of the PEMFC stack leads to a maximum possi-
le fuel utilisation of only 50% over the system operating range. In
able 6 the reached steady state system operating points at 25 ◦C
oolant temperature and at a fuel utilisation of 50% are displayed.

Using the developed physical models for the different reformer
teps, PEMFC, heat exchangers and compressors a system model
as built to simulate the different testing procedures performed

rior to the simulation. In Figs. 7 and 8 a measured typical stan-
ardised dynamic test module is shown. During the measurement
he system output power is varied by changing the load current
ncluding an inverter shutdown. The simulation results show a good
greement with the measured electrical and thermal power out-

p
p
a
f
c

imulated thermal system power output.

uts. Even the electrical load step response dynamics of the PEMFC
tack power output can be simulated with a good accuracy (Fig. 7).

Based on the measurement results the former validated model-
ided system analysis environment is now used to detect the
ptimisation potential of the prototype PEMFC CHP system and to
how the available real performance values of the system and its
omponents.

The identified main criteria resulting in poor system per-
ormance are: power loss due to falsely designed and faulty
omponents, efficiency loss due to parasitic auxiliaries, efficiency
oss due to ineffective component setup and system technology,
oor system insulation and heat integration as well as inappropri-
te concepts for fuel treatment and fuel cell operation. All these

oints are directly influencing the efficiency and therefore the
erformance of the systems. Aside the economical optimisation
nd the long-term stability the increase of the efficiency there-
ore represents a main development demand for stationary fuel
ell systems.
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ig. 9. Simulation results: thermal, electrical and total efficiency of the stationary
ffgas recirculation to the burner.

.1. Increase of the fuel utilisation

The measurement results and the performed post-test simula-
ion analyses on the PEMFC CHP system showed, that for a as high
s possible efficiency the fuel stack as the central energy converter
as to be designed and operated as optimal as possible. Especially
uring reformate gas operation the maximum achievable fuel util-

sation in the fuel cell stack has an essential influence on system
erformance and efficiency.

The maximum achievable system efficiencies at varying fuel
tilisation are listed in Table 7. By increasing the fuel utilisation
rom 50% to an aiming realistic value of 80%, absolute efficiency
ncreases of 5.4% electrical and 11.5% thermal have been deter-

ined for the analysed system. This can be achieved by optimising
he flow duct in the stack and reducing the inert gases in the
eformat gas flow.

.2. Reduced electric auxiliaries consumption
In every steady state operating point the analysed system has
n electrical power consumption due to the auxiliaries of about
00 W. In relation to the produced power there is a high poten-
ial for efficiency optimisation. In Table 8 the achievable system

able 7
DISon CHP efficiencies, variation of fuel utilisation, coolant 25 ◦C, power setpoint
0%

uel utilisation anode 50% 70% 80%

lectrical efficiency (%) 12.99 16.84 18.37
lectrical net efficiency (%) 7.65 11.51 13.04
hermal efficiency (%) 21.17 29.21 32.65
otal efficiency (%) 34.16 46.05 51.02
otal net efficiency (%) 28.82 40.72 45.69

able 8
DISon CHP variation of electric losses, coolant 25 ◦C, power setpoint 70%

lectrical auxiliaries losses 400 W 200 W 100 W

onducted methane heating power (kW) 8.5 8.5 8.5
lectrical power (kW) 1.431 1.431 1.431
lectrical efficiency (%) 16.84 16.84 16.84
lectrical net efficiency (%) 12.13 14.48 15.66

C
s
p
4

F
i
c

al gas 2 kWel PEMFC system without (light colour) and with (dark colour) anode

fficiencies at a fuel utilisation of 70% and an averaged auxiliaries
ower consumption of 400 W are displayed. By reducing the power
onsumption down to 100 W an electrical net efficiency increase up
o 3.5% can be achieved.

.3. Reduced primary energy consumption—feeding back of the
node offgas

Analysing the performed system measurements and simula-
ions [1,2] it was possible to quantify the feasible efficiency increase
f the methane-based stationary PEMFC CHP system when feeding
ack the anode offgas to the burner (Fig. 2) and therefore saving
ethane. In Fig. 9 the simulation results predict an average absolute

fficiency increase of 5% electrical and 3% thermal.

.4. Reduced primary energy consumption—increase of the
eformer heat insulation
Using an infrared camera the radiated heat losses of the PEMFC
HP system reformer unit have been visualised. At the specific
ystem operating point (50% system power) a reformer outlet tem-
erature of 803.4 ◦C and a methane consumption in the burner of
.604 × 10−3 mol s−1 have been measured. The average heat trans-

ig. 10. Simulated possible methane consumption reduction of the burner by
ncreasing the insulation as well as the resulting increase of the total system effi-
iency at 50% system power.
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Table 9
EDISon CHP simulated gas composition after the CO-shift step

Parameter Gas composition

Educt H2O 0.02976 mol s−1 H2 (vol.%) 79.43
Educt CH4 0.00473 mol s−1 CO (vol.%) 0.3063
Educt N2 0.00116 mol s−1 CO2 (vol.%) 19.63
P
T
T
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u
t
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5

t
c

t
t
t

Table 11
EDISon CHP system types 1 and 2, determined maximum system efficiencies

System type SelOx SelMet

Electrical efficiency (%) 16.84 17.01
Electrical net efficiency (%) 11.51 11.67
T
T
T

a
s
i
n

a
m

d
m
r
f

o
P
T
t
C

t

T
E

P

T
P
E
U
U
C

ressure 1.04 bar(a) CH4 (vol.%) 0.1255
emperature reformer 806.9 ◦C N2 (vol.%) 0.5143
emperature CO shift 275.6 ◦C

er coefficient (kA-value) from the reformer solid mass to the
nvironment has then been determined by simulation.

The model was then parameterised with these values. With sim-
lation studies the possible decrease of the heat losses by increasing
he reformer insulation was determined. Fig. 10 shows the reduc-
ion of the natural gas molar flow depending on the insulation
s well as the resulting total system efficiency. By increasing the
nsulation the necessary natural gas molar flow is reduced. The
mount for the reforming is kept constant. Using a three times
arger insulation (kA-value: 0.063 W K−1) the necessary natural gas
mount would be reduced by 11.6%. This would then result in an
bsolute system efficiency increase (excluding auxiliaries losses) of
.45%.

.5. Optimised concept for the fuel treatment

An essential advantage of the developed modelling and simula-
ion approach is the possible simulation of different kinds of system
onfigurations by easily replacing components in the model.
A very promising point in system optimisation is to rearrange or
o exchange system components to improve the thermal integra-
ion or to reduce parasitic components and to simplify the system
echnology. The present natural gas reformer unit of our station-

o
S
a

Fig. 11. (Left) CO fine cleaning by selective oxidation unit (SelOx

able 10
DISon CHP gas quality comparison SelOx and SelMet, power setpoint 60%

arameter SelOx SelMet

emperature 45 ◦C 246.85 ◦C
ressure 1.04 bar(a) 1.04 bar(a)
duct O2 0.00148 mol s−1 –
tilisation CO 99.82% –
tilisation CO2 – 1.5%
O selectivity 14.5% –
hermal efficiency (%) 29.21 28.95
otal efficiency (%) 46.05 45.96
otal net efficiency (%) 40.72 40.62

ry PEMFC system consists of a subunit including a steam reformer
tep (STR) and a CO cleaning step (MTS). The needed CO fine clean-
ng step (selective oxidation) is installed separately including the
eeded additional air dosing increasing the auxiliary losses.

To be able to remove the necessary air dosing and compressed
ir supply, in our model the SelOx has been replaced with a selective
ethanation step (SelMet) (Fig. 11).
Additionally a better thermal integration can be achieved by a

irect mounting of the SelMet into the reformer unit. The exother-
ic reaction of the SelMet, as reverse reaction of the methane steam

eformation, allows an optimised thermal management and there-
ore saving reformer unit heating power.

The main important aspect was to guarantee that the gas quality
f the resulting reformation was equal or even better than before.
erformed simulation studies were able to proof the concept. In
able 9 the selected model parameters of the steam reformer and
he CO shift as well as the resulting output gas composition of the
O shift at 60% system power are displayed.

In Table 10 the according resulting product gas compositions for
he SelOx and SelMet at the 60% system operating point are listed.
For the SelMet the simulation shows a higher hydrogen amount
f 79.22% in the product gas and nearly no CO compared to the
elOx. Due to the different chemical reactions the SelMet shows
lower methane conversion rate. In comparison to the reduced

). (Right) Replacement by selective methanation (SelMet).

Gas composition SelOx SelMet

H2 (vol.%) 75.09 79.22
CO (ppm) 5.33 2.364 × 10−5

CO2 (vol.%) 19.28 19.5
CH4 (vol.%) 0.1214 0.7439
N2 (vol.%) 5.248 0.5269
O2 (vol.%) 0.2591 –
CH4 conversion (%) 99.4 96.38
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Table 12
Optimised EDISon CHP system type 2 compared to pre-commercial systems

System Prototype EDISon 2 (optimised min. values) Viessmann Lab type 2 [20,21] Viessmann Lab type 3 [20,21] Vaillant EURO 2 [20,22]

Fuel Natural gas Natural gas Natural gas Natural gas
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lectrical power 1.5 kW 2 kW
lectrical net efficiency (%) 21.73 23
hermal efficiency (%) 35.39 44
otal net efficiency (%) 59.57 (57.12) 67

ystem components (no additional air input) and the optimised CO
eduction yet this is negligible.

The small amount of nitrogen in the product gas of the SelMet
s a result of the conducted natural gas composition. This obvious

inimised inert amount of nitrogen in the conducted reformate
as flow of the SelMet in comparison to the SelOx reduces the
ccurring species transport blockings at high load currents in the
EMFC stack and therefore better hydrogen conversion rates are
ossible.

The absence of the SelOx in the coolant circuit of the fuel cell
tack unit also allows higher stack operating temperatures and
herefore higher power levels due to the missing limited SelOx
perating temperature of 45 ◦C.

The benefit of the possible efficiency increase is only then valid,
f already at the same operating conditions (coolant temperature,
uel utilisation, load current) as with the SelMet similar output
ower levels are reached. The simulation results of the power out-
ut comparison of the different system configurations with SelOx
EDISon CHP system type 1) and SelMet (EDISon CHP system type
) are displayed in Table 11.

The SelMet system achieves a higher electrical efficiency of
.17% absolute. The SelOx system has therefore a 0.26% absolute
igher thermal efficiency. The total efficiencies of both systems
re therefore almost identical and the above-mentioned advan-
ages of the EDISon CHP system type 2, better thermal integration
nd absence of the air supply, allow an effective system efficiency
ncrease.

.6. Efficiency optimised simulated system compared to real
re-commercial systems

Out of the sum of the above-mentioned possible efficiency
ncreases, determined with the standardised test procedures and
he modelling and simulation approach, a minimum value pre-
iction for the achievable system efficiencies can be stated and
ompared to existing systems (Table 12).

Therefore the EDISon CHP system type 2 (SelMet) serves as an
ptimisation basis regarding the efficiency increase using anode
ecirculation and optimised reformer insulation. Additionally the
ossible absolute efficiency increases achieved with a fuel utilisa-
ion increase from 70% to 80% (simulated values: 1.53% electrical,
.44% thermal) as well with a reduction of the auxiliaries electrical
onsumption to 100 W (3.53% net electrical, Table 8) are considered.

Comparing the predicted values of the EDISon 2 system with
he data of the almost similar concept of the industrial Viessmann
ab prototype 2 [20,21] the applicability and ability for realistic
nd exact predictions of the developed model-aided analysis and
imulation approach can be proven.

Having a still optimised reformer concept the Viessmann lab
rototype achieves a better total system efficiency. With the addi-

ional improvements by a more compact reformer concept, lower
eformer temperatures and the resulting reduction of primary
nergy similar to the Viessmann lab prototype 3 [20,21] the EDISon
system could achieve comparable electrical system efficiencies of
bout 30%.

c
d
s
a
c

2 kW 4.5 kW
28 >35 (target)
48 >45 (target)
76 >80 (target)

. Conclusions

A model-aided system analysis and optimisation environment
ased on Matlab/SimulinkTM has been developed and validated for
ifferent kinds of fuel cell systems. The approach of the standard-

sed modelling and simulation environment including the likewise
eveloped standardised system testing procedures [5,6] provides
dditional information about input and output values, internal vari-
bles of state as well as the system efficiency in the steady state and
n the dynamic operation mode and thus proves itself a powerful
ool.

The knowledge of the power and operating limits of the fuel cell
ystems leads to the development of optimisation strategies and
he determination of the realisable system and component poten-
ial. In this work the most important points for the judgement of
he system and component power and optimisation potential have
een analysed:

efficiency, modulation ability and system operating range;
application evaluation of alternative or additional system com-
ponents;
optimisation of the thermal integration and reduction of thermal
losses;
hardware optimisation: system setup, reduce of parasitic system
components.

Aside the economical optimisation and the long-term stability
he increase of the system efficiency represents the main develop-

ent demand for stationary fuel cell systems. Using the developed
odelling and simulation approach as well as the developed

tandardised test procedures, a prototype of a stationary natural
as-based 2 kWel PEMFC CHP system has been analysed regard-
ng power and optimisation potential. Thereby the most important
riteria have been identified influencing the PEMFC CHP system
fficiency.

Aside a preferably high fuel utilisation rate the reduction of the
uxiliaries electric power consumption is one of the main tasks.
y reducing the electrical power consumption down from 400 to
00 W an electrical net efficiency increase up to 3.5% could be
chieved.

As well by feeding back the anode offgas to the burner and
he optimisation of the reformer insulation noticeable efficiency
ncreases can be achieved. Therefore with the tool it was possible
o predict an average absolute efficiency increase of 5% electrical
nd 3% thermal for the anode offgas recirculation as well a total
fficiency increase of 2.45% using a three times better reformer
nsulation.

Aside these directly the existing system affecting achievements
lternative system concepts can lead to better total system efficien-
ies. For the 2 kWel PEMFC CHP system fuel treatment an alternative

oncept using a selective methanation instead of a selective oxi-
ation has been simulated. This concept allows a more compact
ystem structure, a reduction or even removal of air treatment
nd dosing components and a simplification of the thermal system
oncept. Together with the above-mentioned direct system opti-
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isation strategies this leads to possible system net efficiencies of
2% electrical and 35.5% thermal compared to actual 7.7% electri-
al and 21% thermal. The predicted values are in good agreement
ith efficiencies of comparable, real pre-commercial systems and
rototypes.

The developed modular model-aided system analysis and opti-
isation environment presented in this work enables an easy

nd fast optimisation of prototype systems. The tool also allows a
etailed characterisation and analysis of systems and components
nd gives us the possibility for flexible and dynamic simulations in
he fast developing process of new systems.
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